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Comments dont show up when comments_archive is set

Status
- Open

Subject
Comments dont show up when comments_archive is set

Category
- Error

Feature
Comment

Resolution status
New

Rating

Description
```
\db	iki.sql 548:  
CREATE TABLE `tiki_comments` ... `archived` char(1) default NULL, ...
\lib\comments\commentslib.php 1337:  
if ($prefs[\'comments_archive\'] == 'y' && $tiki_p_admin_comments != 'y') {
  $conditions[\'archived\'] = 'n';
}
unarchived comments have `archived` = NULL, not 'N'
```

Solution
```
CREATE TABLE `tiki_comments` ... `archived` char(1) NOT NULL default 'n', ...
ALTER TABLE `tiki_comments` ... `archived` char(1) NOT NULL default 'n', ...
UPDATE tiki_comments SET `archived` = 'n' WHERE `archived` <> 'y'
```

Importance
9 high

Priority
45

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
```
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼
```

Created
Wednesday 24 August, 2011 12:27:04 GMT-0000
by Gustav Graf

LastModif
Wednesday 24 August, 2011 12:27:04 GMT-0000

Comments
Comments don't show because the field "approved" is set to "n" by tikiwiki when the user is different from admin

I tried to alter default value for the column to 'n', with no results. The solution comes in the permissions: you have to allow admin comments in global permissions (when assigning group permissions), while disabling it when stating category permissions (otherwise, every user will be approved to delete everybody's comments).

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item3981-Comments-dont-show-up-when-comments_archive-is-set